




is a Game Changer











44% 
reported they have had to increase 

cost on projects



29%  
are investing in technology to 

automate processes 



Are you investing in automation?

Your crew is ready







Does this sound familiar?

It is a Monday and...



Payroll is due...



Betty makes sure all 
crews time is reported...
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Betty checks a stack of time 
sheets and notices this...
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Bruce Frank
Kevin
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Betty checks her text 
messages and sees this...
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Betty processes Kevin’s time 
for payroll and job costing...

Payroll

Job Costing



Helps everyone make sure 
their time entry is complete...
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She manually enters all 
payroll and job costing...
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Betty is frustrated. 

It feels like she is 
babysitting to make sure 
crews are paid.



Time is wasted from 
double-entry and follow-up 



Betty needs to get rid of the 
many ways time is reported...
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What if Betty had one source 
of truth?

















So, how is technology being 
leveraged?



Let’s look at how some 
companies you already know 
are doing it for their 
challenges...







What happens if technology 
is not leveraged?





So, what technology 
is being used to 
increase automation 
on mobile devices?



Text 
Messaging



Push 
Notifications



GPS &
Geofencing

Clock Out

Clock In



5G network is here
10 - 100x faster than 4G/LTE



Let’s imagine this for a 
moment...



Rather than Betty getting time 
and field data from...
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And manually entering Payroll 
and Job Costing...
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It could be like this...
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Your Betty is probably back 
at the office right now 
holding it all together



Who’s your Betty?

Maybe it’s your Tom?

Maybe it’s you.



More accurate field data collection 
leads to productivity & better invoicing 
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Productivity & better invoicing
leads to happy clients



Happy clients lead to an
increase in cash flow

and for Betty...



One source of truth for real time field 
data may just be your next step.



Thank You




